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Efficiency of high-tech projects
defined by concrete profits
President shown new facility to assemble and test space engineering
Peleng JSC’s production
programme was the focus of
Alexander Lukashenko’s visit.
This followed his earlier inspection in July 2010, when
talks dealt with the development of space and defence
technologies. The topic continues to be one of importance.
The State Military-Industrial Committee arranged a
small exhibition in the courtyard of Peleng’s new building,
featuring the latest achievements of the domestic defence
industry. Specialists from the
Committee told journalists
about the ‘unmanned medium-range aerial complexes’
and ‘simplex stations operating under the trunk system’.
Reporters quickly recorded
the information, only to be
warned that it would perhaps
be better not to write such
details. Of course, the exhibits on show were not secret
— as most have already been
exported.
Before the President’s arrival, the State Secretary of
the Security Council, Leonid
Maltsev, couldn’t help touching a portable antitank missile complex, called ‘Shershen’, with evident respect.
He asked what percentage of
domestically produced components had been used and
was told by Electro-physical
Laboratory’s Director, Mark
Polonevich, that none are yet
used, although the Belarusian
share accounts for 80 percent
of the total cost of the complex.
Mr. Maltsev gave a nod
and I wondered whether we
have our own rocket. Mr. Polonevich stressed confidently
that one is coming soon. “If
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Minsk’s Peleng JSC successfully realises orders for space sphere

money is available then we’ll
have our own rocket,” added
another defence industry specialist. If the state allocates
funds, then everything can be
produced domestically, as defence staff stressed on speaking to the President. However,
Mr. Lukashenko made it clear
that no major funding should
be expected. Moreover, he re-

minded again that a detailed
investigation would be conducted to find out why many
import substitution projects
(generously financed in the
past) have failed to bring
sufficient return — across
all spheres of the economy.
He warned that, from now
on, money will be allocated
only to those projects which

can prove that they’ll pay for
themselves.
In fact, some projects
were actually presented by
company directors and ministers as being able to easily recoup their costs; sadly,
several manufactures turned
out to lack demand, generating losses. The talks at Peleng
make clear that, from next

Proposals available

Mogilev special
purpose fabrics
to be bought for
Russia’s military
Mogotex Sewing Factory
is known abroad for
producing special
purpose fabrics — for
the gas, oil and nuclearenergy industries
Not long ago, Mogotex
fabrics for special military purposes won the international Best Fabric of
2012 contest. The company

presented five varieties of
fabric at Moscow’s Textilelegprom fair, with two
acknowledged as winners.
One boasts a special membrane cover over a knitted
fabric, suitable for sewing
clothes for special military
purposes.
The Russians chose the
Mogotex fabric for its protective qualities and its ability to keep the human body
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year, any company applying
for state support will need to
present firm guarantees of
return. Mr. Lukashenko believes that the overall volume
of state financing should be
cut.
The Chairman of the National Academy of Sciences’
Presidium, Anatoly Rusetsky, reported on Belarusian

scientists’ developments to
the President, stressing that
these enjoy demand abroad
and bring profit. On hearing
this, Mr. Lukashenko asked
whether this meant that the
National Academy of Sciences would no longer need
budget financing but Mr.
Rusetsky was quick to admit
that such a time had not yet
arrived, smiling but showing
some anxiety. “We also have
natural and humanitarian
sciences to think of. We’re not
ready yet. Give us more time,”
he requested.
However, budget financing for the National Academy
of Sciences and the defence
industry will be reduced.
The President expects greater
feedback and financial responsibility from the state
sector — as was noted on
visiting the workshop for assembly and testing of space
engineering. Journalists were
unable to enter the top secret
area but were able to watch
from beyond a soundproofed,
thick glass wall. The Head of
the Presidential Press Service,
Pavel Legky, later said that Mr.
Lukashenko spoke of staff issues, noting that the crisis has
demonstrated how efficiently
heads can manage their companies, making it possible to
draw certain conclusions. Mr.
Lukashenko believes that enterprises must be governed
by those with knowledge of
modern management methods and proven efficiency.
Peleng’s General Director, Vladimir Pokryshkin,
is a positive example in this
respect. Despite the crisis,
his company generates profit,
exporting 95 percent of its
produce. Peleng’s portfolio
of orders is compiled several
years ahead.

warm in 40 degree frosts. It
is also resistant to acids and
alkalis and is water-resistant, keeping soldiers dry.
It was designed in-house.

Every year, Mogotex
produces almost 30 million
metres of special purpose
fabric, exporting over half
abroad.

Serbia ready to cooperate with Belarus in
agriculture and industry
“Serbia is studying how
best to set up joint ventures
in Belarus to process vegetables and to manufacture
juices, with further prospects to supply these goods
to the country’s internal
market and to Russia, Kazakhstan and elsewhere. Very
soon, Belarus will be visited
by Serbian entrepreneurs
who are keen to study the issue,” noted the Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Serbia to Belarus,
H.E. Mr. Stojan Jevtic, when
he visited Gomel.
Mr. Jevtic believes that

Serbia and Belarus share a
common natural problem:
drought. Serbian scientists
are ready to share their
positive experience in how
to solve this lack of water.
“In particular, we can supply seeds for crops which
require only short durations
of rainfall,” added the diplomat.
Tackling the development of projects in the
Gomel Region, the Ambassador said that Serbian
businessmen are ready to
invest in Rogachev’s Canning Plant, as well as setting
up joint export-oriented
manufactures in the sphere
of processing agricultural,
meat and dairy produce in
the region.

